YOUTH SERVED: 16,670 across 19 counties in eastern Kansas and western Missouri

VOLUNTEERS: 7,319 served as role models and mentors for our Scouts

SCOUTS CAMPED: 8,110 and explored an outdoor adventure this summer

NIGHTS CAMPED: 96,706 at H. Roe Bartle and Theodore Naish Scout Reservations

SERVICE HOURS: 131,064 performed by Scouts to improve our communities

VALUE OF HOURS: $3.9 M performed by Scouts totaled more than $3.9 million
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$45,364 CAMPERSHIPS made it possible for all Scouts to attend summer camp

$172,200 SCHOLARSHIPS awarded to camp staff helped offset college tuition costs

687 EAGLE SCOUTS excelled and earned Scouting’s top rank

29,634 ACHIEVEMENTS introduced Scouts to new skills while advancing in rank

TOP EARNED MERIT BADGES

Cit. in Society 906
Swimming 722
Wood Carving 637

SCAN TO WATCH OUR YEAR IN REVIEW VIDEO